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1．Background of the Study 
With the development of information technology,Big Data and On Line Finance 
are becoming the subject of a heated debate.On Line Finance is the use of Big Data 
and Internet Technology, the more effective grasp of Customer Behavior related to 
financial product that is , for example, the insight of customer based on his social 
networks,the risk control based on  customer's credit level."Social Network" and 
"Coperation and trust showing in the network" are all areas of the Social Capital, 
therefore, we propose that in addition to the traditional mode of operation, bank 
should add the operation of the customer’s social capital as soon as possible,to open a 
new heaven and a new earth in the innovation of Big Data and Internet technology. 
2．Structure of Logic 
First,this paper answered what is the social capital, how to operation for bank in 
the background of Big Data and Internet Technology; Then, proposed two hypotheses 
to explain the customer’s properties and the development of bank’s operation;Finally, 
demonstrated the above from the perspective of empirical studies and case studies, 
answered two questions that the management of social capital must first face. 
The logical consequence of the article is " Hypothesis (chapterII), Empirical 
Studies(Chapter III),Case studies(Chapter IV),Conclusion(Chapter V)" 
3．Conclusion 
Social Capital includes two elements: social network structure and concept 
holding including Trust,Cooperation ,Mutual. The main content of social capital 
management is the effective collection and measurement of customer social data 
including his behavior and relation, in order to do well in insight of customer and risk 
control. 
The study finds that no linear correlation between the social capital of customer 
and his financial assets level.Although the commercial bank businesses customer 















Therefore, the bank should gather customer behavior data extensively and accurately 
with Internet Technology,and should make use of these information from the 
perspective of social capital.With the help of the correlation between Social Capital 
and financial products, bank can implement successfully from the traditional 
management to the Social Capital’s management. 
4.Deficiency of Innovation  
Using the new perspective of social capital, this paper explored how to run for 
the bank in the innovation of Big Data and Internet Technology. Creatively proposed 
the banks can operate social capital of customer and discussed the relationship 
between customer social capital and his financial assets,giving some advices for bank 
of how to run social captial.  
The concept of social capital is more extensive, influenced by two factors as 
follows: the customer behavior and his social network. The shortage of this paper is 
that it has discussed more on how to mining and using the information of the 
customer’s behavior,but less on how to  chain marketing by depending on the 
information of customer’s network.I will further study the problem in future. 
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第一章  引言 











































































































第二章  文献综述与理论假设 
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第二章  文献综述与理论假设 
第一节  社会资本的概念 











































格鲁特尔特和巴斯特拉尔（Grootaert and Bastelaer ，2002）更从结构-
认知、宏观-微观两个维度，对社会资本进行了分类[5]，让人们对社会资本有了较
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